Free Admission Offered As Prize For Dance Name

The Sophomore Dance Com-
mittee has offered a prize of one free
admission for the best name for
the Sophomore Dance to be held at
the beginning of November. The name
to be selected will be announced to Karl
McIntyre, 47, the Friday.

Sophomores have been given a
list of six names and are to be
voted on.

Option Sales Nearing Limit

Special Lighting Scheme Planned For Dance On Field Day

With only ten days left before
pouring the thousand donation,
tables reservations for the United Field
The committee is now ready at
every day, showing the price of tables
took from the beginning days daily.

"All option holders should," advised
the members, "get their tables reserved
as soon as possible." The cabaret seating
available for option holders, will
be placed on, and under the
balcony in Whitehall Memorial.

Special Lighting For Dance

Creative lighting effects giving
the midnight a spring appeal
illumination are being planned.
The hall, according to the committee, will
ever be more brilliantly lit during the evening.
With Paulie Kelly as sponsor, will
furnish his distinctive rhythm to complete
the effects for the Sophomore Dance.

Optimists are on sale in Walker Mem-
orial at the 5-13 ClubRoom, and at a
dollars located near the counter.

Czech To Speak
On War Problems

By W. H. B. WALLACE

Professor George R. Harrison, di-
ger of the research laboratories of
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, was the recipient of the prize
awards in the field of science, for his
work on an optical method of measuring

"Hans wealthy scient-
ists and experts, Dr. Harrison
told his audience tonight in the
Whitehouse Auditorium, that the optical
method of measuring the refractive
glass is possible to
more powerful single tool which has just been
developed by the hand and mind of man,
and which is a tool to a
man, he said.

Studying at Harvard

K. E. Rogers, who was the Czech delegate
to the World Youth Congress in
at that time, attained his
degree at Harvard University.

In his last year, last winter, he
attended the courses of the
Technology for six months,
which he was closely associated,
and then transferred to

Professor Rogers,
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